My earphone mic is not working android

What to do if earphone mic is not working. Why does my earphone mic not working. How to fix earphone mic not working on android.
After the advent of the pandemic, devices like PCs, smartphones, headphones, and mics have become a necessity. A lot of our work depends on these devices nowadays. Androids, in particular, suffer from a lot of glitches when it comes to headphones and microphones. If your device glitches out during an important call, then it could put you in a very
tight spot. If you are facing issues yourself and wondering, ‘Why is my mic not working on my phone?’, then you have nothing to worry about because we have curated the best troubleshooting ideas that can help you get your headphone mic back to a working state. Take a look at the troubleshooting ideas carefully and keep following each step one by
one. Reboot your Android device While this may come to you as a stupid idea, rebooting a device clears a variety of different issues related to it. This includes the ‘mic not working’ glitch in Androids. Just press and hold the power button and press the reboot options. Don’t believe us, try for yourself! Check android sounds [for wired/wireless
headphones] A good number of times, the problems with the mic are not usually due to the mic, but because of speakers. Reduced speaker and media volumes can sometimes prevent you from hearing the recorded audio from the mic. All or small crossed speaker icons will appear in the notification bar, meaning that either the ringer on the media
volume is muted. Let’s see how you can unmute them and fix the volume settings. Step 1: Open the Android Settings. You can find this option right on the home screen or the app drawer. Step 2: Go to the sound and vibration options. Carefully check the volume options. You will find call volume, alarm volume, and media volume. Step 3: You have to
increase the media volume if it is turned off or is too low. Step 4: Now, you can try playing some music from the speakers and see if you can hear something. If yes, then try recording the audio from your mic again and play it from the speakers. Clear voice recorder app data [for wired/wireless headphones] If your mic works fine in the phone call, but
not when recording audio, then something might be wrong with the voice recorder or its privacy settings. Instead of looking for the app permissions, you can simply clear its data to reset everything back to default. Step 1: Press and hold the icon of the voice recorder app on the home screen. You can do the same from the app drawer. Step 2: In the
pop-up menu, tap on App info. Step 3: Force stop the application if it is running already. Step 4: Tap on the ‘Storage and Cache’ option and clear its storage from here. The location of this menu might be slightly different depending on your device’s manufacturer. But it should be fairly simple to locate. After clearing the storage, return to the recorder
and grant all the permission it asks for. Then you should be able to record your voice from the app. Reconnect your headphones [for wired/wireless headphones] This method works for both wired and wireless headphones. If you are using wired headphones, all you have to do is plug them out of the headphone jack, wait for a few seconds and plug
them back in. However, if you are using wireless earphones or headphones, there are some extra steps involved. Here they are: Step 1: Swipe down from the top to open the notifications panel. You will find the Bluetooth icon in the quick toggles alongside WiFi and some other settings. Step 2: Tap on the Bluetooth icon to turn it off. Step 3: Switch
the wireless headphone (or any other audio device) off with the help of the power button present on it. Step 4: After a few seconds, turn the wireless headphones and Bluetooth on again. Step 5: Wait for them to connect. Step 6: Finally, try recording audio from the voice recorder application. Clean the Android’s headphone jack [for wired
headphones] Cleaning the headphone jack is probably the first thing that you should do if you encounter any problem related to your wired headphone or mic. It takes a few minutes and is very easy to do by yourself. Take a look at the steps below to understand how you can clean it quickly: Step 1: Find a cotton bud or a paper clip. Step 2: If you
have a paper clip, straighten it first. Step 3: Put it in the 3.5 mm jack and try to clean the jack from inside. Do not put a lot of pressure; otherwise, there are chances that you may have your audio jack permanently damaged. You can use an alcohol-based cleaner (preferably with 95 or 99% alcohol solution) with the cotton bud. Put a drop of the
cleaner on the Cotton bud before putting it in the 3.5 mm jack. Whatever you do, just remember never to use a water-based cleaner for this purpose. Disconnect all the Bluetooth audio devices [for wired headphones] If you have any other audio devices connected to an Android. Then there is a possibility that your device might be communicating with
that device only even after you plug in your wired headphones. So it is necessary to disconnect any Bluetooth device to be sure that your Android phone is not sending the audio anywhere else except your wired headphones. Try out these steps to disconnect any Bluetooth devices connected to your Android. Step 1: Open the settings application.
Step 2: This time, open the Bluetooth settings. Step 3: From here, you will be able to see a list of connected devices and find some other information related to them. Step 4: If any headphones or speakers are connected, then disconnect them. Step 5: If you are prompted to confirm your choice, press OK. Get your Android device checked from a
service center [for wired/wireless headphones] If nothing works, then your headphone jack might have been damaged. This is a common issue that arises due to high dust or moisture in the environment. You can take your Android device to a nearby service center, and the technician will suggest to you what to do. Before visiting the service center,
you should take a backup of your data because if the issue is related to software, they may have to reset your device, which will cause a complete data loss. Final words If you have not skipped any of the steps, then your headphone’s mic should start working now. You can use your device to make calls, attend video conferences and record audio now
without any problems. Remember to regularly clean the headphone jack of your device to avoid the collection of dust in it. If you have any other issues related to headphones or Android in general, do check out the other articles from this website. Regarding headphone mic not working Android, it’s possible that your microphone is too dirty and you
have to clean it. Additionally, it’s wise to clear cache, restart the device, switch headphone and mic, change audio settings, contact customer support, etc. Continue reading to get your headphone mic back to work. Why Is Headphone Mic Not Working?Android users and other smartphone owners prefer hands-free calling. When making calls, we
usually connect our headphones so we can still work with other things while we talk to the person on the other line. Most people who have problems with their microphone encounter this when they received calls from someone, and they answer it with headphones. The other line won’t hear them unless they pull out the headphones or put the phone
on loudspeaker mode — which is inconvenient.There are a few possible reasons why the headphone mic isn’t working. The most common are dirty headphone mic, software incompatibility, broken mic, and audio settings. We’ll go through each of these problems and solve them!Simple Ways to Solve Headphone Mic Not WorkingWhile the problem may
seem threatening, the solution is surprisingly easy. Always remember, with Android phones, if something isn’t working right, it doesn’t mean it’s broken. Sometimes there are just a few tweaks needed to make things work. You don’t want to rush to call support just to give you advice to restart your phone, right? So, this article will walk you through
some simple things you can do that could solve the issue.Clear Cache and Restart DeviceSince you use your phone every day, it always accumulates data — in which, some aren’t that useful anymore. Clear cache! Some phones are smart enough to let you know that you are running out of space or you have too much cache on your phone. Get rid of
that unnecessary storage occupants and then, restart your device. If this will solve your problem, then make sure to regularly clear your cache — it will solve other issues with your Android phone, as well.Check if Your Microphone Needs CleaningWith frequent use of your microphone, especially those with grill and holes, it might get some unwanted
dirt over time. You should clean your mic with a pin or simply check if some things blocked in the way. If yours is wrapped with foam and in no way, small things will get in the way, then proceed with the next possible solution.Make Sure Your Headphones Have Mic and it WorkedSince there are so many headphones in the world – they come in
different shapes and sizes. Sometimes you may think the headphone mic is the problem, but you don’t have a mic in your headphone, in the first place. So, it’s in the mic of the phone itself. If this is the case, you better go back to the first solution on the cleaning of the mic on your phone.If you obviously have a mic on your headphone and it’s working
fine before this issue happened, it could be a problem of the headphone itself. Check some apparent clues — a broken headphone jack, cracks on the wire (some headphone wires easily break) loose contact on the headphone jack, etc. If you can still listen to music and it’s just the mic that won’t work, try plugging the headphones to another phone or
your computer.The mic works? If the headphone mic works on other devices, but not only your phone, it could be that you missed some tweaks on your settings or it could be a contact problem — with your phone port and the headphone jack.Try Connecting A Headphone with a Working MicThese seem small steps, but they matter. You can borrow a
headphone with a working mic from a friend and just try it on your phone. If it works, there is a problem with the contact between your headphones and your phone. If it won’t work, then, check out the mic settings on your phone.Check Audio SettingsOpen your audio settings and check the volume level settings. Or, probably that your mic is set to
mute by default. Although there aren’t any complicated settings when it comes to headphones and microphones on a smartphone, it is still good to check out.Perhaps, if it’s not in the system, you might be using third-party apps. Or, it could be that the app you are using your mic, doesn’t have permission. Different Android mobiles have different
permission settings, but most third-party apps require you to grant permission for it to access the microphone and other peripherals of your phone.Time to Call for HelpIf none of these solutions will work for you, it could be a serious problem. Call customer support, or have your unit checked by a trusted technician. If your Android mobile is still under
warranty, you must only consult accredited repair shops. Otherwise, your warranty will be void.The Final SayIn general, Android phones work with any headphones. Many Android users prefer using headphones because it’ll make them easy to move around and do some stuff while making phone calls or listening to podcasts and music. You can only
get a problem if you happen to encounter headphone mic not working on Android when you do phone calls.Usually, this is just a minor issue as it’s just a matter of unreliable headphones or a quick tweak of your settings. And, we laid out everything we know about this issue based on our years of experience. However, if none of these proven solutions
will work for you, you need to call technical support. It most cases, our established solutions for this issue have helped many and proven to be useful by a lot of people.
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